
CSL-RVGELDOC        runVIEW® Gel Documentation Hoodwith 18MP camera

CSL-RVGELDOCSYS   runVIEW® Gel Documentation Hoodwith camera, laptop & 1D Analysis Software

RVGELDOC-F1               Orange Filter for runDOC (Ethidium Bromide)

RVGELDOC-F2              Amber Filter for runDOC (runSAFE and SYBR stains)

CSL-RVSTATION        runSTATION complete with RVGELDOC  and RVCHOICETRIO

CSL-RVGDCOMPLETE  runVIEW Package including RVGELDOCSYS and RVCHOICETRIO

ORDERING INFORMATION

CSL-RVMSMINI-S             CSL-RVBSBVLID-MINI plus MSMINIDUO tank with 7x7 & 7x10cm trays, 1 set of casting dams and 2x 8-sample combs

CSL-RVMSMIDI-S             CSL-RVBSBVLID-MIDI plus MSMIDIDUO tankwith 10x7 & 10x10cm trays, 1 set of casting dams and 2x 16-sample combs

CSL-RVBSBV- LID-MINI      runVIEW™ Base Station & bluVIEW lid for MS- MINI systems CSL-RVBSBV- LID-MIDI   runVIEW™ Base Station & bluVIEW lid for MS- MIDI systems

ORDERING INFORMATION

Camera*
Type                                              1/1.7 Type Cmos Sensor With Digi4+ processor
Lens Type                                   Ef-S 18-55mm
Effective Pixels                         18 MegaPixels
Maximum Aperture                F/3.5 (W) - F/5.6 (H)
Shutter Speed                          30 - 1/4000s. (total range)
Camera Filter                            +3 close up 
runDOC Filter Slide                orange Filter for EtBr; 
                                                       amber filter for SyBr And Runsafe
Storage Media                          8GB SD memory card
Dark Room                              
Darkroom Material                 ebony acrylic
Dimensions / Weight             410x492x240mm (WxHxD) 3Kg (with Camera)
Power                                           Rechargeable Li-Ion battery and
                                                       plug-in charger
                                                       optional mains cablecharger
* Please be aware that camera specification is subject to change

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

hood is positioned over the
runVIEW tank and base unit to
create a light-tight environment
suitable for image capture
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RunVIEW™ MINI  and MIDI are ideal for
quick checks of low to medium numbers of
samples following PCR and cloning. 

runVIEW™ CONVERTER package - with emission filter•
lid and blue light illuminator, to allow standard MSMINI
and MSMIDI units to be converted to real-time
electrophoresis

runVIEW™ STANDARD package – includes blue light•
illuminator, and runVIEW™ MINI or MIDI tank, for those
users with their own power supply

Blue light is completely safe to both operator and DNA•
alike, and results in improved cloning efficiency
compared to UV

Emission filter lid with built-in extractor fan enables•
condensation-free viewing of gels

KEY FEATURES

runVIEW MIDI

r u n D O C

The runDOC is designed exclusively to fit and

complement the runVIEW to provide a complete real-

time electrophoresis and imaging system. It

comprises a lightweight darkroom hood

and a high resolution 18 megapixel

digital camera to capture images of

nucleic acid gels stained with for

example Et-Br, SYBR and runSAFE. 

runDOC is a portable, lightweight gel documentation
system with small footprint, designed exclusively for use
with runVIEW.

KEY FEATURES
All-in-one system – The runDOC and runview provide a•
complete real-time electrophoresis and imaging system

Traditional gelDOC – The 18 megapixels CMOS camera•
of the runDOC enables to capture high resolution
publication quality images using the runview base as a
transilluminator

Versatile - Interchangeable filter slides and bluVIEW filter•
allow to capture images of DNA bands stained with a
variety of safe stains such as runSAFE, SYBR green, Et-Br etc.

blue light source features a
sliding panel to accommodate
both MINI and MIDI units


